
Individually Tailored Car Mats



Based in Berkshire England, Autostyle has years of experience in the

manufacture of quality car mats designed to fit your vehicle exactly. 

Each mat set is cut precisely to Autostyle’s own templates that follow

the contours of the passenger compartment footwell and floor area,

expertly allowing for the unique shape of the particular vehicle.The

Autostyle database of templates covers hundreds of car models

including many rare and specialist marques. 

INTRODUCTION

The effect of Autostyle mats on the vehicle interior is remarkable,

protecting and enhancing it and giving a whole new level of style.

Commitment to high standards of design and manufacture have led

Autostyle to be not only the leading supplier of individually specified mats to

private motorists but also to undertake specialist contracts with prestigious

motor manufacturers.

Made in the UK, Autostyle mats are individually handcrafted to the

specification requested by you. This includes a wide choice of mat

materials, colours and bindings plus options to upgrade using heel

plates and motifs. 
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Autostyle’s entry-level mat cut precisely to fit your vehicle floor-pan

shape. Manufactured from polypropylene needle pile material with

cloth binding and non-slip backing. Maxmat represents outstanding

value for money. Supplied as complete sets.

2 WAYS TO ORDER www.autostyle.co.uk   01488 689429

Black Grey

Mat
Colours

Binding
Colours

Colours Options

MAXMAT

Black Grey Green Yellow Red BlueWhite
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Reflector

Now Available
with light reactive
Reflector binding

See pages 9 - 10 for upgrade options

Spec. shown:

Mat type: Maxmat

Mat colour: Black

Binding colour: White

Heel plates: Sport

Embroidered logo’s

>>>>



The plush Diplomat, made from tufted polyamide and featuring cloth

binding and a non-slip backing, is ideal for the owner who is looking for

a little more luxury. Hard wearing and easy to clean, Diplomat comes in a

range of six mat colours and 14 cloth binding options and can be fully

personalized with heel plates and motifs.

2 WAYS TO ORDER www.autostyle.co.uk  01488 689429

Black Grey

Mat
Colours

Binding
Colours

Colours Options

DIPLOMAT

Black Grey Brown Beige Red Bottle White

Beige Red Royal

Navy Silver Royal Yellow Wine Green

Anthracite
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Reflector

Now Available
with light reactive
Reflector binding

See pages 9 - 10 for upgrade options

Mat Height: 9.2mm

Pile Height: 6mm

Tufts/M2: 193

Backing: Rubber

Spec. shown:
Mat type: Diplomat

Mat colour: Royal

Binding: cloth

Binding colour: Yellow

Heel plates: Evo Sport

Embroidered logo’s

>>>>



We are often asked what the difference is between Premier and Diplomat. Having
a deeper, denser carpet tufting with soft feel non slip heavyweight backing makes
Premier the pinnacle of the Autostyle range. Combining the highest specification
materials with quality craftsmanship, Premier mats offer luxury and durability
without compromise. There are ten mat colours to choose from and all edges
are piped with your choice of ‘leathercloth’ binding.

2 WAYS TO ORDER www.autostyle.co.uk  01488 689429

Black Anthracite

Mat
Colours

Binding
Colours

Colours Options

PREMIER

Black Grey Bottle Bright Red Navy Wine White

Royal Wine Beige Grey Bright Red Dark Red Bottle Navy

Doeskin Silver Beige
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Mat Height: 12mm

Pile Height: 7mm

Tufts/M2: 299

Backing: PU Foam

Spec. shown:
Mat type: Premier

Mat colour: Dark Red

Binding: ‘Leathercloth’

Binding colour: Magnolia

Heel plates: Carpet

Embroidered logo’s

>>>>

Oatmeal Royal Yellow Purple Magnolia

See pages 9 - 10 for upgrade options

Biscuit Dark Red



MOTIFS

Autostyle have an extensive database of motifs and are licensed to
reproduce a number of registered trademarks, please call us to find
out what we can do for you.

All motifs are embroidered using computer controlled sewing
machinery then embossed onto your mat, allowing complex designs
to be created to the highest quality and with great precision. 

>> SUPA SLOT

Carpet Heel Pads
Carpet heel pads are made of the same material as the main mat set

and bound with the same binding for a fully co-ordinated look. Securely

sewn to the base mat in the area of greatest wear. Can be specified for

driver and passenger or driver only.

OPTIONS: Heelpads/Heelplates

>> EVO >> SPORT>> CARPET

Brushed Aluminium Alloy Heel Plates
Add a sporting edge to the car interior with one of Autostyle’s alloy

heel plate designs. Securely riveted to the base mat in the ideal

position. Can be specified for driver and passenger or driver only.
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CHOOSING YOUR MAT

MAT TYPE
Choose the quality of mat that best
suits your vehicle and your budget.

All Autostyle Car Mats are fully tailored to fit your vehicle precisely.

All are available in a range of colours with different options, simply

follow these 4 steps to order your tailor made set of Autostyle Car Mats.
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1>>
COLOURS
Make your choice from a wide range
of mat and binding colours. Please
note, colour choices vary depending
on which quality of mat you choose.

2>>
OPTIONS
All mats are available with a choice of
options. Select one of 4 different heelpads
and choose an embroidered motif from
our extensive range. Heelpads and motifs
can be fitted to one or both front mats.

3>>
ORDERING
You can order direct at www.autostyle.co.uk
or call our order hotline on 01488 689429.
Your tailored set of mats will be delivered to
you usually within 10 working days, please
check with us when ordering.

4>>

2 WAYS TO ORDER www.autostyle.co.uk  01488 689429



Incredibly plush rugs designed to cosset in a way no other floor

covering can. Autostyle supply sheepskin car mats to customers

world-wide for use in prestige cars, sports cars and limousines.

These rugs are handcrafted from finest sheepskin carefully selected

for size and consistent quality. As well as offering a range of

standard colours Autostyle can dye to specific shades. To ensure

durability, a slip resistant backing fabric encloses a leather-like heel

pad with latex impregnated felt interlayer. 

SHEEPSKIN SPECIALS

The craftsmanship and expertise of Autostyle in manufacturing car

mats means that a number of specialist services are also available to

assist in the full personalization of an interior. Our bespoke service

can offer mats tailor made to suit any vehicle from a boat to a plane

and to fit any shape. 

A selection of ‘off the peg’ mats for a

range of popular vehicles are available for

immediate delivery, phone 01488 689429.

OFF THE PEG
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2 WAYS TO ORDER www.autostyle.co.uk  01488 689429

Black Grey

Mat/Binding
Colours

Colours Options

BMW 3 SERIES E46

VW BORA/GOLF 4

CITROEN SAXO FORD ESCORT FORD FOCUS

VW GOLF 3

PEUGEOT 106

PEUGEOT 206 SUBARU IMPREZA VAUXHALL CORSAPEUGEOT 306

BMW 3 SERIES E36

• Colour coordinated cloth binding

• Set of 4 mats

• Includes driver heelpad

• Diplomat specification
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Brochure enquiries: 
(24 hours) +44 (0) 1488 681368

Autostyle Car Mats
Everland Road, Hungerford, Berkshire RG17 0DX  United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1488 689429   Fax: +44 (0) 1488 684317
E-mail: sales@autostyle.co.uk

2005 Autostyle. Photographs, layout and style are considered property.
Reproduction in part or whole is strictly prohibited without written permission.
Autostyle is a trading name of H Young (Operations) Limited. Registered
Number; 706712 England and Wales

(Due to the limitations of the printing process, actual colours may vary slightly
from that shown. If unsure please call. We reserve the right to change material
and specifications without notice, E & OE.)

Part No: AUB2005

4 ways to order

www.autostyle.co.uk

T: 01488 689429

F: 01488 684317

FREEPOST
Autostyle, Freepost (SCE 7807)
Hungerford, RG17 0ZY
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